BASELINE BRIEFING
Our Baseline Briefing is designed to raise attendees’ baseline level of knowledge by
providing accessible, effective advice to those with little or no knowledge of cyber
security. As the content is certified by the NCSC you can be assured that the advice is as
up to date as possible. Spaces can be reserved via our website.

KEY BENEFITS:
Impartial, vital and practical cyber security advice.
Provides all attendees with examples of current threats.
Send your employees as part of their induction or yearly CPD.
Have any specific questions answered by our experienced team.
Additional tailored presentations covering specific areas available on request.

RESERVE YOUR SPACE HERE:

CYBERGRIFFIN.POLICE.UK

Evidence shows the majority of cyber attacks start by targeting the user, using techniques such
as social engineering. It has also been shown that the majority of cyber attacks can be mitigated
by better cyber security practices. To mitigate this, attendees are shown real life examples of how
cyber criminals attack individuals and organisations.
Our Cyber Griffin team share their personal experiences in preventing and investigating cyber
crime. Using the latest statistics and industry best practice, we follow a typical attack path
through Social engineering, Phishing and Malware attack. We also cover critical and emerging
areas in Secure connections, Account security and the Internet of Things. Our briefing is vender
neutral and full of useful consumer advice to ensure that all attendees are equipped to put into
practice their new cyber security knowledge.
Our Baseline Briefing is an ideal and effective resource that can be utilised in training your
employees. Whether you have only just begun your security culture journey, or your security
culture is well-established, our Baseline Briefing is the perfect way to introduce your staff to the
threats and prevention tactics, that will help to secure your organisation against cyber attacks.

TAILORED TO ASSIST YOU
We are an independent, vendor agnostic service, with direct access to Police and Action Fraud
databases. Our intelligence led services are continually updated to reflect the most relevant
and prevalent threats to your business.
Whether you are a small medium enterprise, or a large corporation, we have a range of
services tailored to assist you.

FREE OF CHARGE
All of our services are provided free of charge and designed to be accessible to everyone,
whether they have very little knowledge of cyber crime, or are individuals who hold IT security
and risk management roles.
CYBER.GRIFFIN@CITYOFLONDON.POLICE.UK

